While dining in Lowell last evening, a visitor suffered the loss of his wallet from his jacket hanging on the back of his chair. The wallet, minus money, was recovered later in a Building 7 trash bin.

Two women attending a party at an MIT fraternity left their handbag hanging on a coat rack inside that fraternity. When they returned about an hour later, they found both their wallets to be missing, removed by a person or persons unknown.

A van parked in the Power Plant lot was vandalized in the early morning hours one day last week. A Citizen’s Band radio valued at $150 and the radio’s antennas priced at $25 were stolen.

Investigations are underway to determine the identity of thieves who recently stole an oscilloscope from Main Complex laboratories in separate incidents last week. Total loss for the three units exceeds $3500. Two Texas Instrument calculators, valued at a total of around $180, were stolen from an unsecured office recently.

Two young men had been seen by office workers who later recalled that they “hadn’t looked right.” Unfortunately, before the thefts no one thought too much of their presence.

When workers in a Main Complex office went to lunch one day last week, they securely locked the front door to keep out thieves. Unfortunately they forgot to close and lock the window, which proved to be the avenue of entry for the people who stole the office’s new IBM Selectric Self-Correcting typewriter, valued at $600.

Green Building Roof
Because of excessive and continual malicious destruction of property and damage sustained by instruments and machinery on the roof of the Green Building caused by unauthorized people frequenting that area, it has been found necessary to install a comprehensive alarm system, wired directly to the Campus Patrol Office, throughout the roof area. Unauthorized entry into the roof area at any hour triggers the alarm, resulting in a dispatch of Officers to the scene. Such activity (including “ outright stealing”) is viewed as a serious violation by the Patrol and it will be treated as such. In particular, unauthorized visits to the roof area by students will no longer be considered “harmless hacking,” in view of the severe and continual damage caused in the area prior to the installation of the alarm system.

ATOMIC LTD., INC.
Welding and Fabrication
Within walking distance of MIT
All Metals including Exotic Metals,
Vacuum Chambers and Systems
Prototypes and General Fabrication
Machine Shop Facilities
Fabricators of "Rectors"
Many MIT Departments and Labs have used our services for over 10 years.
27 Tudor St., Cambridge, MA 876-8530

DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 P.M.
SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

The combination of a highly sophisticated sound system and an electrifying dance floor generates an exciting, uninhibited atmosphere.

BOSTON’S LARGEST DISCO
It has to be seen to be believed!

WE ARE LOCATED NEAR DOWNTOWN BOSTON
ON THE FORT POINT CHANNEL
ACROSS THE SUMMER STREET BRIDGE
NEAR SOUTH STATION
AT 25 NECCO STREET

Plenty of Free Parking: PARKABLE

Drink and Drum Wednesday
The Night That Made Us Famous
Special Admission Price Buys
All The Beer You Can Drink

TEQUILA THURSDAY
SOMETHING DIFFERENT TO DO
WHEN YOU HAVE NOTHING TO DO
REDUCED PRICES FOR TEQUILA

CASUAL DRESS IS ACCEPTABLE